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Got your number off the bathroom wall

by LaMont Biscuits

In all of my 13 glorious
years of undergraduate stud-

ies at this university, (Hell I

think I've even outlasted Bud
Benneman). I've come to the
conclusion the graffiti in the
bathrooms of UNLV Is top
notch.

What better way to start
your day than with a healthy,
high-fibr- e bowel movement
while reading little diddles like
"Don't Drop Acid, take it pass
fail" or "Here I sit broken
hearted, tried to shit but only
farted."

Although I have an aver-

sion to using public rest
rooms I'm fearful ofcatching
chlamydia from the toilet seat
or having beasties crawl up
my butt, 'cuz really, who
knows who's been there before
you? I spend a lot of time In
them.

Now if you haven't
guessed, I'm talkin' the little
boys room here to start with.
I'm no Pat. The stuff in our
facilities is pretty tame com- -

pared to the graffiti etched in
the stalls of the opposite
gender. (Oh yeah, how come
women get those candy ma-

chines in their bathrooms?)
Actually I wouldn't know,

I haven't snuck into the
women's lavatory in quite
some time. And about that
guy who got caught creeping
around the women's locker
room in the McDermott
Physical Education Complex,
it was an honest mistake, I

just got lost.
But back to the topic at

hand, I pose the question:
"Who are the people who write
such witticisms?" I reckon
they have to be pretty huge
trucker-type- s to have bowel
movements that last long
enough to write some of the
more lengthy scribblings.
Unfortunately, these anony-
mous poets of the scatological
variety go highly unsung due
to the nature of the art.

My personal favorite is
when people write "Free
Cowboy Hats," on the toilet
cover thing-a-majig- s, or
"UNLV Diplomas" above the
roll of toilet paper.

On the other side of the
coin, there has always been a
certain enigma to the ladies
room. For years, men have
asked. "What really goes on in
there?"

In last months Playboy (1

read It for the articles). Eliza-
beth C. Grant did a study of
graffiti in women's bathroom's
at the University of California
at Berkeley. When you think
of Berkeley, you may only
envision field hockey, granola
and elbow patches on cordu-royjacke- ts,

but they do have a
sense of humor to go along
with their social conscious-
ness.

According to the article,
"Writing on the Wall," women
seem more akin to posing
questions in their bathroom
stalls, asking for advice rath-
er than churning out a dirty
limerick.
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Unfortunately, Berkeley
does have its fair share of
clueless women who would be
more at home at UNLV the
type who use every excuse in
the book to justify being

shallow In general.
One especially philosoph-

ical woman pondered, "I like
my boyfriend because we
match. We're both good look-
ing, with brownhalr and toned
bodies. Can Ihelp but be proud
of us?"

Some of the replies:
"Congratulations! I bet

you two make a cute couple.
More power to you." (I bet for
that one, a UNLVsorority babe
cruised up to Berkeley for the
weekend Just to write those
words of wisdom).

"Like, how totally boss.
Gee, you're so great. I wish I
could be like you: dumb, Inse-
cure and superficial." (Right
on!)

"What insipid nonsense
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is this? 'I like my boyfriend
because we match?' Are you
human beings or Underoos?"
(That one gets the LaMont
Biscuits seal of approval).

A more Important ques-
tion asked In the hallowed
stalls of Berkeley was "Why
are women so supportive of
each other on bathroom walls ,

but so critical and backstab-bln- g

to one another in the real
world?"

You ladies can answer that
one for yourself and get back
to me on it.

Why can't we set up a
trade agreement with Berke-
ley to trade some of their
women for some of ours.
Thelr's might not be as easy
to look at, but at least you
could have a conversation with
them that didn't involve how
to effectively tease your hair
or the proper way to apply lip
gloss.

Hell, why don't we send
Shelley Berkley to Berkeley,
she won't even need a plane
ticket, she can Just fly there
on her broom.

At UNLV, the powder
rooms in the Frank and Jim
Beam Hall and Flora Dungan
Humanities are the tops for
pots on campus. I think they
should put that on the next
ballot, how our students rate

the graffiti on campus and
which facilities rank the high-

est among graffiti connois-
seur's.

Now as far as getting
dates take it from me the
can is king. When it says "Call
Linda for a good time," you
know you've struck pay dirt. i
Actually, there are less and
less of these, and more and '
more. "For a good time. Bob
will suck you dry at 2:30 p.m.,
MWF."

These bathroom sluts are i

putting homosexuality back t
in the closet. All I can say to 1

these guys Is: for chrissakes, I

get a hobby. Take up knitting
or origami, anything but '

smokin' pickles in the bath-
room. At the very least, put
shopping bags on either side
of the stall so people think
you're dropping some mud
after a hard day at the Boule-
vard Mall rather than getting
an unsavory hummer.

A college education isJust
not the same without the
knowledge thatcan be learned
from these little nuggets in
the can. I say they should give
out custodial scholarships to
the best bathroom poets 'cuz
the way I look at it, you go Into
the John, you come out a bet-
ter person.
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WINNERl Louise 'Weezy" Montgomery, a grad student in the political science
DEPARTMENT, CORRECTLY IDENTIFIED LIONEL JOSEF AS DAN AKROYD'S RASTAFARIAN

ALTER-EG- IN TRADING PLACES. SHE PICKED AS HER PRIZE AN AUTOGRAPHED 8x10
glossy of Layout Staffer Daniel W. Duffy.

'My boyfriend and I just rented the uovie last weekend, and so it was really
EASY. I STILL CAN'T BELIEVE MY NAME WAS DRAWN OUT OF ALL THOSE HUNDREDS OF

ENTRIES,' SAID MONTGOMERY. "
REALLY WISH DAN HADN'T SHAVED OFF HIS SOUL PATCH,

IT WAS SO SEXY. BtlT, I KNEW I HAD TO HAVE A PICTURE OF HIM ANYWAY.'
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